Hanna Orphans Home (HOH)

Thank you for giving us care, love and hope

Semi –Annual Report (January -June, 2021)
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1. Message from Mrs. Hanna Teshome , Founder & Director
Dear and Respected Donors and Partners, Peace be with you all!
Hanna Orphans Home (HOH) has been providing holistic services for orphans and vulnerable children
for the last 28 years. In addition to this service, the organization also empowers the parents/guardians
of the sponsored children and subsidizes elderly people in the target community. HOH believes and
hopes that, by empowering family, especially mothers, the live of the whole family could be easily
addressed and transformed by curving poverty to success. In line with this, the organization has been
trying an all rounded transformational activities particularly in 2021.
Accordingly, several new activities are in progress to create conducive environment for all
beneficiaries, as to reach them and offer support that could bring a meaningful change in their life so
as to enable them to be engaged in various work opportunities and facilitate the family for better life
and become economically self-supportive and emotionally and psychologically awaken toward
alleviating poverty and lead their own life in a sustainable way to meet the objective of HOH.
This report tries to touch and depict the various activities done in this New Year toward orphan
children and the community, and as well their parents /guardians including elderly people.
Accordingly, the major activities are mentioned in the preceding pages.
Last but not least, as I am always mentioning, your great and continuous effort in supporting our
orphanage is indispensable and inseparably bound up with the work and all endeavors and great
achievements of HOH. It would have been very difficult and unthinkable to imagine the reality that the
organization has performed all these without your compassionate heart and support in all dimensions.
May God bless you abundantly!
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2. Shelter (housing) service for group home children
The organization has provided seven safe and comfortable homes for 37 orphan children of HOH.
Out of these 7 homes, 4 of them are for boys and the other 3 are for girls. The children are assigned in
these living homes based on their age, sex, education level and interests they have. Each home is well
furnished and equipped with all the necessary house hold materials. Accordingly, each home has its
own bed rooms, salon and kitchen with toilet rooms. Each houses are well furnishes and has got all
items essential to run a given house. They are living with their own house mothers who take care for
their feeding, cleaning and the likes.

Partial view of two group home children, boys and girls respectively

3. Feeding service for children
3.1 Feeding service for group home children
The organization has provided children with nutritious meal properly and regularly. All group home
children are provided with three meals a day. Their monthly feeding food staff includes Teff,
Macaroni, Spaghetti, Rice, Wheat, Oil, etc. and these food items are purchased by supervisors & the
house mothers on a monthly basis, and are provided for children. Sometimes, the food items are
purchased and stored for future use. Additional items like meat, vegetables and fruits are also provided
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for children twice a month. Very special foods were prepared for children during Christmas and Easter
time. These celebrations were special occasions that allowed children to rejoice the holydays very
colorfully. Home mothers/care givers are responsible to prepare and feed children by living together
in their assigned children’s homes.
In addition to preparing and feeding children, the home mothers look after every activity of each child.
Supervisors, social workers, the nurse, counselor and other staff members also give technical
assistance for all activities of the children inside their homes, respective schools and in the
organization’s compound.

Partial view of the feeding service for all children

3.2 Feeding service for Community-Based Care and Support Program
The organization has been also providing sponsored children from the community with feeding
service. Accordingly, 145 children were provided with breakfast and lunch in the organization’s
compound from Monday-Friday. Children are coming to the center not only for feeding, but also get
all psycho-social support services. In addition to this, the community parents /guardians also receive
600.00 Eth. Birr monthly in cash for food support, and Out of these amounts, 500.00 Birr is used for
food consumption and the remaining 100.00 Birr is saved for children’s future use in the bank account
opened for this purpose.

Sometimes children are allowed to take food items

while parents receiving money in cash
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4. Clothing and shoes service for children
Children both in group homes and Community-Based services in the organization are provided with
clothing and shoes support twice a year. In addition to this provision, when used clothes and shoes are
received from donors and visitors, they are also delivered to children. As a result, 21 children were
provided with cloths and shoes from their sponsors and volunteers.

Partial view of children while receiving shoes and clothes

5. Medical Service for children
Health care is one of the services given by the organization to all children and elderly people.
Children in the group homes are getting the service from the nearby health institutions by the help of
the nurse of the organization, home mothers, supervisors, social workers and other staff.

,

Whereas the children in the Community-get the service by the help of their parents or guardians.
During their stay in the organization,

when children got sick or injured, the nurse of the

organization gives them first Aid support and takes them to health centers when it is necessary.
Accordingly, 15 children (10 females and 5 males) have been treated in different governmental health
institutions. Out of these, one child case is serious and still unsolved, for the disease is kidney failure
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and hepatitis. 63 children (34 males and 29 females) also received First Aid support and minor
treatment by the Nurse of the organization. Besides; anti-parasite tablets named, Albendazole (400
milligrams) were given for all children.
6. Educational Service and HOH’s library
Hanna Orphans Home, from its inception gives high emphasis for the importance of accessibility and
quality of education for children. As a result, it facilitates education opportunities to all children at
their respective schools from Kindergarten to universities. So, the organization has been trying to
facilitate their education in the following ways:





Distributing the necessary school materials
Providing children with reading books, dictionaries and other supportive materials
Organizing and furnishing the library
Preparing tutorial classes after school

The picture from left to right depicts tutorial class, students in the library, and new books in the library

The library in the organization’s compound has been serving the children and the staff . As a result,
children are using this library in opposite shifts from their schooling program.Besides,they borrow
books that they need and use them at their respective homes including the weekends.In addition to
the academic books,encyclopedias,dictionaries and News papers are also available in the library.
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7.Computer training and practice service for children
In order to introduce children with computer, the organization has been providing children with
computer training and practical activities in its
compound. The organization has its own computer
lab, for this service. This training and practice
room is furnished with 19 new and second hand
computers. As a result, children have been using
this center from Monday-Friday based on their
school shifts and according to the schedule
arranged by the librarian.
Children in computer room

8. Guidance and Counseling Service
Children in the organization are under the observation and follow up of the psychologist, nurse, social
workers and supervisors of the organization. So, offering guidance and counseling services for
children and their parents/guardians is one of the regular activities in the organization, As a result, the
service is given for children in two ways i.e. Individual counseling and Group counseling.

Children while receiving group counseling

Individual counseling
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9. Life Skill Trainings
Offering different life skill trainings for children is also one of the support services given to children.
So, to conduct this training children are usually categorized in to different groups based on their, age,
sex, education level and interest/attitudes. The trainings were prepared accordingly and given to
children in the specific times. By the end of the training, children are asked to present/reflect their
opinion and understanding about the training to their peers and to other audience. Based on the given
feedback, the next trainings will be adjusted accordingly.
In this quarter, children have taken different life skill trainings side by side with their tutorial classes.
From time to time, the organization is strengthening life skill trainings and thus, about 6 trainings were
given during this time and the main contents of the trainings were:










Communication skills
Communication approaches
How to manage time
The importance of hard work to achieve goals.
Logical thinking and problem solving skills
Self-esteem, Self-confidence and self-realization
Moral education
Gender and reproductive health issues
How to manage peer pressure etc.

Children in life skill trainings

10. Children’s playing and recreation
The organization realizes very well that the importance of playing and reacreation for the overall
development of children.In line with this,it arranges different in-door and out-door games and playing
programs for children in its compound. Hence,children play different games including socer
tornaments.Besides,every Monday afternoon, children have mass sport games which is essentail for
their overall health and physical strength .
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Children while playing and recreating themselves

In addition to the regular program, 27 children

who scored good

results in their academics

performance are allowed to visit Entoto park on May 4, 2021.After visiting, children were asked to
give their opinion about their time spent in the park, and they reported that they entertained by what
they have seen in the park , enjoyed various games and also relaxed by the refreshment they have
received in the park.
Children’s distribution as per their education status in this Academic year
S.N

Grade levels

Male

1

Kindergarten

2

1

3

2
3

Grade 1- 6
Grade 7 & 8

62
12

61
7

123
19

4

Grade 9 students

5

8

13

5

4

2

6

6

Grade 10
students
Grade 11students

3

4

7

7

Grade 12 students

2

1

3

8

TVET program

2

2

9

Short term
trainees
University
students
Total

2

3

5

6

---

6

98

89

187

10

Female

Total

11. Parents/guardians income generating activities
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Remark

.

The organization believes that supporting only children doesn’t bring the necessary changes in the
development activities of the community. As a result, HOH has great intention to work on the whole
families of the sponsored children i.e. family empowerment in the target community, to bring a drastic
change in the life of the whole family members.
In line with this, there were 50 women trained in Basic business skills and entrepreneurship in the
previous quarters and years. So, these women took interest free loan from the organization, and they
were working independently. But now, they have formed an association and they have been trying to
enter to small and micro enterprise system by the help of Government and the organization.

Partial view of mothers in different Income Generating Activities (IGA)

12. Fathers/guardians program in IGA
HOH has started some new projects in 2021.Among these projects the fathers /guardians basic
business skills is the one started in 2021. These fathers have no jobs and remain at home and in their
community. They are simply consumers at home and non-productive. After thorough investigation
and observation, we have discussed the issue with them and agreed to be engaged in activities that
enable them to work and this would create good opportunity to be productive and play their role in the
family empowerment strategy. As a result, this project is started with 11 person and training was given
for them and abled to start their own businesses after the training.
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Pictures depicting the training given to fathers, the trainees and one trainee on job after the training on sewing

13. Meetings among the parents/guardians of children
The organization has occasional meeting programs with the parents/guardians of the sponsored
children in the community and the elderly people as well. In this quarter also the discussion continued
with the parents and guardians of the community children and elders. The meetings were conducted by
dividing the parents/guardians in to groups in order to minimize the Corona Virus transmission. The
following issues were discussed in the quarter:
 The current situation of COVID-19 in the country and in their community
 Family planning and reproductive health
 How to care and support their children
 How to follow their children’s growth and behavioral changes
 How to participate to avoid all forms of child abuse
 How to follow the education and the day today activities of their children
 How to encourage their children to study their lessons regularly
 How parents participate in community development activities and related issues


discussion with parents and guardians

14. Training for house mothers
The organization has been training two young ladies from the community in catering, which is named
Scafier Catering Institute.Then, these trainees are allowed to come to the organization in their spare
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time to give trainings for the house mothers of the organization.As a result,11 staff including five
house mothers of the organization have

received

a

3 days training on the methods of food
preparati
on

and

proper
usage.

Trainers offering training for house mothers on food prepartion

14.African Children’s day celebration in the organization
It is to be recalled that African Children’s day was celebrated in Ethiopia on June 16, 2021. Literally,
the slogan of this year celebrations in Ethiopia was “Special Care and Peace for Ethiopian Children”.
As a result, Hanna Orphans Home, as a child focused humanitarian organization, celebrated the date
colorfully. Both children and the staff, in general, about 131 people were participated on the event. In
the program, explanations were given by Social Science scholars for the participants the reason why
African children’s day is celebrated in Ethiopia and in other African countries.
There were also dialogues on children’s rights and ethical issues. Besides, other programs like drama,
poems and songs were presented by children. Finally, questions and answer competitions were
conducted among children and rewards were given for the winners.
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Partial view of Celebration with various actvities

15. Children’s parents/gurdians Assoction
A new project is intnded in 2021 to arange the parents/ gurdians in a well orgnazized
Assocition which will have legal ground and identity by the concerned governamntal bodies.
The project is planned to support and augment the endeavors of 50 destitute and
unemployed women, who are living

with meager sources of income with thier children .

Thus, it is to enable them engage in viable income-generating activities that can sustain
their families. The planned project will be implemented in Nifas Silk Lafto Sub City, Addis
Ababa City Administration, where the oldest slum areas of the city is found,which is
around HOH’s compound .It is a known fact that the target beneficries are found living
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Left , members of the association, and Right elected members to run the association
in this impoverished segments of the community with their children .
HOH has driven to choose and focus on these women and children because they are
poorest of the poor segment of the society. HOH has enabled to send these mother‘s single
children to schooling by fulfilling all their basic needs ,but taking one single child from this
very miserable family members , by any means, couldn’t fulfill the desired mission of HOH.
HOH strongly believes that, additional project support is a critical and timely issue to
empower mothers of the children's, as to bring transformation within the entire family, in
much shorter time .
HOH has been lending money and motivated them to open job opportunities, and it
has learned that, if they receive better opportunity ,they can easily win their family bread
and also curve poverty, shortsightedness and ignorance in limited period of time, and
empower and transform their families to the intended goal of the project .Thus, they are
willing to be organized in to self help groups to generate income through their various
small business activities,and this also expand the already established jobs during the
piolet survey . Thus , 50 mothers are organized to form an association willingly , using
seed mony from HOH and adding their own resource to reach to a much bigger
capacity and believed to grow in to Public Limited Campany ( PLC) level in future .
These mothers have shown and expressed their willingness to the issues developed
during the
meeting held on March 2/2021. After discussion, all members
unanimously established their association, and as well elected their leaders . HOH’s role
is to offer both technical and financial seed money support once , to this newly
established association. These 50 mothers have elected five women to run
their association .

15.Elderly people support
In addition to the sponsored children and their parents/guardians the organization has been supporting
elderly people who are old, helpless and have no suffient income to support themselves. In line with
this, 29 elders (2 6women and 3 men) have been provided with cash for food and medication support.
Among these , one of them living with the HIV/VIRUS has died in this report season
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Partial view of elderly people, top left is the woman who died recently, and top right depicts social workers support to one of the
elderly person.

16. Report on recently done activities
HOH has abled to expand its activities in order to provide an all rounded support services
in a very meaningful, comfortable and satisfactory way. Accordingly, we have enabled to
work various projects in line with fulfilling the need and the right of children. It gives great
honor for HOH and adds great value in the service, HOH is providing for children. Thus,
from time to time, HOH’s service is improving and HOH is always in change and in the
avenue of transformation. Consequently, these continuous changes have become sources of
satisfaction for beneficiaries. Besides, when the concerned governmental bodies came to
visit our work, they had given us some comments of improvement for better provision, and
thus, these activities fulfills their suggestions and recommendations.
As a result, following your support, we have been doing various activities and this report
depicts the on goings work in HOH. These works includes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Play ground
Dining room building and feeding
Enrollment of new vulnerable children
New counseling room
New office

16. 1 The playground.
We had only one play ground, and the number of children and the single playground didn’t
match. As a result, most of the time, the adults get the upper hand to play on the ground,
and the small kids are simply by-standers. The grown up children occupies the whole space
and the psychological and emotional suffering was great among the kids, for they too want
to play. These challenges seem to be a past story, for we have made additional field.
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Children usually play games like soccer game, volleyball and hand ball and the likes. Here
are pictures which depict the progressive building of the new field.

These pictures depict the steps for the new ply ground construction

16. 2

Dining room building

Up to now, we don’t have a dining room to feed children. It was a simple iron bench used
for sitting. But now, we have constructed a new dining room which is suitable, clean and
neat with new chairs and tables to properly feed the children. Following the construction,
HOH has provided the provision of food service for the children in this new dining room.
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Pictures depicting

the dining room construction

The new dining room is now available for its purpose & the pictures depict while
children are in queue to receive their meals and then after, while eating their lunch.

16.3 Enrollment of new vulnerable children
The numbers of beneficiary children were 187 in the year 2020. In this New Year, we want
to add some more and make the number to more than 200 children. Thus, 24 new
vulnerable children recently joined HOH to get the full service. Here are pictures of both
parents and their children.

Partial view of children and parents while receiving orientation
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16.4 New Counseling Room
HOH doesn’t have specific room for counseling. Of course, we have a psychologist and
whenever she wants to give individual counseling, she used to take them to the clinic room
with permission from the nurse. The governmental bodies have seriously told us to have
one small room with two chairs and a table at the middle for counseling purpose only. This
occasion has enabled HOH to have one single room for counseling purpose alone. Thus,
the counselor and the client have proper place to conduct an effective counseling session.

The new counseling room

16.5 Additional new room for office use
HOH always use its donation systematically and wisely in a very conserving way. We always
follow cost minimizing strategy to save our fund and to use it appropriately. In our new
compound, we are building essential offices and rooms in order to run our activities.
Accordingly, we have built one small new office for Hanna, and this will enable us to get her
previous room for other purpose. The picture depicts the new office of Hanna which is not
completed and supposed to move to this room recently following its completion.

The new office under construction
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17. Challenges
COVID-19 pandemic has greatly affected the socio-economic conditions and still it
is affecting citizens and the country in general. Even before the pandemic struck,
Ethiopia was struggling with a large-scale desert locust invasion affecting close to
1 million people, disrupting the agricultural sector, and conveyed high levels of
food insecurity and this also has been a clear treat to the country. The impacts of
COVID-19 pandemic have caused more burdens to vulnerable groups to the extent
of losing their domestic jobs which was supporting their basic needs. COVID-19
has brought high inflation and high unemployment. Domestic workers have lost
their jobs and these informal workers have no social protection and benefits. Thus,
the burden on HOH has been great.
According to the United Nations Assessment

on

Socio - economic impact of

COVID-in Ethiopia (may ,2020), well states the fact as follows “Persistently high
food and non-food inflation of19.8% and 10.2%, respectively, in 2018/19, mostly
reflecting supply side constraints and forex issues, with data for February 2020
showing an acceleration to 25.1% and 17.9%. This trend has not abated: data just
released show headline inflation in March of 22.5%, food inflation at 26.9% and
non-food inflation at 17.3%.
Accordingly, the inflation goes to the extreme that the value of many to purchase
especially food items has a dramatic change and it is beyond control.
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